Within the framework of the improved quantum molecular dynamics model, the medium modifications on the free nucleon-nucleon elastic cross sections are investigated. By using various in-medium nucleon-nucleon elastic cross sections in the model, the nucleon-induced reactions on various targets are simulated, and the excitation functions of reaction cross sections in the energy range from 25 MeV to 1 GeV are calculated. By comparing the calculations with the experimental data, an isospin, density, and momentum-dependence medium correction factor on free nucleon-nucleon elastic cross sections is determined.
I. INTRODUCTION
With more and more upcoming experimental data of rare isotope heavy ion collision at intermediate energies, people have opportunity to explore the properties of nuclear matter with high density and large isospin asymmetry by the tools of transport model. Both the mean field and the in-medium two-body scattering cross sections, coming from the same nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction [1] [2] [3] [4] , should be treated self-consistently in the transport model. But it is very difficult to solve the dynamical equation and the G-matrix simultaneously, the most of transport models deal with the mean field and collision separately. So the accurate in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross sections (NNCS) are required by transport model.
On the other hand, the in-medium NNCS can provide information which is very important to study the structure of nuclei especially rare isotopes. Also the in-medium NNCS are of interest for their own sake, as they are underly related to the viscosity, the mean free path of nucleon in nuclear matter, and other nuclear transport coefficients [5] [6] [7] .
Unlike the NNCS in the free space which can be directly measured by experiment, the in-medium NNCS can only be calculated by theory, such as the Brueckner-Hartree-Fock theory, the Dirac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fock theory, the Green function approach, and the relativistic mean field model. The in-medium NNCS depend on several quantities, such as density and isospin-asymmetry of nuclear matter, total momentum of the nucleon pair in the nuclear matter rest frame, the relative momentum of the nucleon pair, even the temperature.
There have been many studies demonstrate that the NNCS in medium should be suppressed compared to free NNCS [2, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . However, the modification factors given from these works differ significantly, due to the different treatment on the dependence with different levels of approximations.
The other way to get the information of the in-medium NNCS is to compare the simulation results from transport theory with experimental data of nuclear reactions. As the basic ingredients of transport model, some kind of simple parametrizations of the in-medium NNCS are widely used. Such as the parameterizations given by G. Li [14, 15] and Q. Li [20] [21] [22] , the phenomenological in-medium NNCS scaled by effective mass [23] [24] [25] [26] 
where µ and µ * are the reduced masses of colliding nucleon pairs in the vacuum and medium, respectively, and the empirical relation
where η is an adjustable parameter. Consistent with theory results, the most of experimental evidences, such as balance energy [27] [28] [29] , stopping power [30] , collective flow [22, 25, 30, 31] , etc, support a reduced in-medium nucleon-nucleon elastic cross sections (NNECS). But the reduced factor has not been determined very definitely. Since both the mean field and the two body collisions are convoluted, model dependent treatment of the nuclear potential as well as the collisions may yield considerable discrepancies in the model outputs even for the simplest box calculations. Compared to the heavy ion collision, some kind of direct reactions involve less degrees of freedom in the reaction process may reduce the model dependence.
So the nucleon-induced reaction is more suitable to study the in-medium NNCS, not only because of its simple mechanism but also because it reflects just the in-medium NNCS around the incident beam energy and below the saturation density [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] .
In this work, with the improved quantum molecular dynamics (ImQMD) model, we try to extract the in-medium NNECS from the experimental data of the nucleon-induced reaction cross sections (RCSs). The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly introduce the model we adopted. In Sec. III, we introduce the form of medium modification on NNCS, and the way to determine the modification factor. Finally a brief summary is given in Sec.
IV.

II. MODEL
Within the ImQMD05 model [30, 37] , the mean field acting on nucleon wave packets are derived from an energy functional where the potential energy U includes the full Skyrme potential energy with just the spin-orbit term omitted
here, U Coul is the Coulomb energy, and
where ρ, ρ n , ρ p are the nucleon, neutron, and proton density, δ = (ρ n − ρ p )/(ρ n + ρ p ) is the isospin asymmetry. The coefficients utilized in equation (4) can be transcribed, see [30, 37] , onto those usually specified for the Skyrme interactions.
The Pauli principle is considered carefully in the collision term. The neutrons and protons are treated as different particles. According to the uncertainty principle, the final states of two particles are required to satisfy the relation
The r ij and p ij are the distances between the centers of wave packets of two nucleons in coordinate and momentum space. The possibility being blocked at the final state i and j for each of the two scattering nucleons is calculated by
The P i and P i are the probabilities for state i and j being occupied, which can be calculated by
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The RCS for nucleon-induced reactions is calculated by the formula
where P inel (b) represents the probability of the inelastic scattering event at the impact parameter b. b max is the largest impact parameter at which there is no more inelastic scattering event taking place. Experimentally, σ R is indirectly measured by measuring the elastic scattering cross sections. The elastic scattering event is defined as event that the emitted nucleon has its energy close to the incident energy, without considering how many NN collisions are happening in the event. According to the analyzing method used in experiments, here P inel (b) is calculated by P inel = 1 − P un − P el , where P un is the probability of the events that the incident nucleon only passes through without changing its momentum direction and magnitude, namely, the unaffected events and P el is the probability of the events that the incident proton only changes its momentum direction but not its momentum magnitude, namely the elastic events, respectively.
As mentioned above, the mean field and NN collision affect the nuclear reaction process It means that the in-medium NNECS below 500 MeV should be smaller than free NNECS and the in-medium NNECS above 500 MeV should be very close to free NNECS. To obtain correct medium correction on NNECS, the reasonable EOS tested by other method should be used in simulations. MSL0, one of Skyrme parameter sets which best satisfy the current understanding of the physics of nuclear matter over a wide range of applications [44] , is used in the following calculations.
According to the above analysis and the other studies on NNSC, in this work, the free NNCS is modified according to
Where the σ free el and σ free in are the free isospin dependent elastic and inelastic cross sections, respectively. The form of F (u, δ, p) is as the same as that proposed by Q. Li et al. in
Refs. [20] [21] [22] . The medium correction factor F = F p δ · F p u depends on the nuclear-reduced density u = ρ/ρ 0 , the isospin-asymmetry δ = (ρ n −ρ p )/(ρ n + ρ p ) and the momentum. Where
When i = j = n, τ ij = −1; i = j = p, τ ij = +1; i = j, τ ij = 0. The F p δ and F p u factors are expressed in one formula,
with p NN being the relative momentum in the NN center-of-mass system. By varying the parameters λ, ζ, f 0 , p 0 and κ one can obtain different medium correction on NNECS. The parameter sets used in this work are listed in Table I [43, 45] for Ca, [43, [46] [47] [48] for Al, [43, 46] for Sn, [43, 48] for Zr, and [43, 45, 46] for Pb targets, respectively.
of RCS for 48 Ca, which is far away from the β-stable line, can also be well reproduced.
Beside the proton-induced reactions, the neutron-induced reactions are also used to test the in-medium NNECS. As the results presented in Fig. 5 , the excitation functions of RCS for taken form Refs. [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] for C, [51] [52] [53] 55] for Cu, and [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] for Pb, respectively.
n+A calculated with FU4FP6 are in good agreement with the experimental data. It means that the medium correction on isospin dependence of NNECS is considered reasonably.
IV. CONCLUSION
By using the improved quantum molecular dynamics model, the nucleon-induced reactions on various targets with incident energies from 25 MeV to 1 GeV are investigated. The reaction cross section is found to be very sensitive to the nucleon-nucleon cross sections. By comparing the excitation function of reaction cross sections between ImQMD model calculations and experimental data, the medium modifications on the free nucleon-nucleon elastic cross sections are investigated. An isospin, density, and momentum-dependence medium correction factor on free nucleon-nucleon elastic cross sections is obtained. The parameterized formula is simple to use and gives reliable results for the nuclear reactions systems below saturation density.
